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It's Christmas!^_^Jennifer is acting strange.See whats up.
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1 - Merry Christmas

 A
Yuyu Hakusho
Christmas

By:punkrocker

It's Christmas in this(but you probably knew that+_+)story.We find our heros at Jennifer's house
celebrating."Hiei c'mon out I promise not to laugh."Jennifer was wearing a red mini skirt,a red
top,and a santa hat all with white lining."I'm not coming out.I look stupid."Hiei complained.(This
is exactly like the fourth chapter in My version of Yuyu Hakusho+_+)"All right if your not coming
out I'm coming in."Jennifer tried to open the door but Hiei was pushing on the door.Jennifer got
the door open to find Hiei hiding behind the shower curtain."I'm taking a shower."Hiei was
faking."Ok but your missing one thing the water."Jennifer turned on the cold water.Hiei was
completely wet.His costume was soaked.The bright red hat turned into a dark red."Here I'll dry
you off."Jennifer took out her wand and a sudden gust of wind dried Hiei."Lets go, you don't
want to ruin your first Christmas with your wife."Jennifer dragged Hiei out of the bathroom and
into the living room.KNOCK KNOCK.Jennifer opened the door to find Yusuke,Kuwabara,and
Kurama."Hi guys.Where is Botan,Yukina,and Keiko?"Jennifer asked."They'll be here in a little



bit."Kurama repiled."Hey where is Hiei?"Kuwabara looked under the couch."I think I see
him."Yusuke pointed to the tree.They turned on the lights to find Hiei's hat on the top of the tree
and Hiei hiding under the tree."Hiei,presents are supposed to go under the tree not you."Jennifer
pulled him out by his legs.Oh boy how imbraessing.+_+

To be countined.....



2 - Jennifer?

Presents

By:punkrocker(or Rebecca)

We last saw our heros trying to get Hiei out in to the open.Lets see what happens.All of them
were sitting on the couch playing another game.Kuwabara was teasing Hiei about his hat."Why
are you wearing the hat any way?"Kuwabara was playing with the white ball at the end of the
hat."Jennifer wanted our outfits to match.I wanted to make her happy,but it's killing me."Hiei held
his head down.Jennifer heard the whole thing.She walked out of the room.She sat on her bed
thinking"Maybe I should let him be himself and not some cute doll locked up."Jennifer lied on
her bed.Mushi(her magic cat)came up to her."Merry Christmas!Whats wrong usally you hate
having me bring you a dead fish in your room."Mushi looked at her face and looked into her
eyes.He could see the depression in her eyes."It's Hiei isn't it?"The cat offered her to pet
him."Yeah,I think I should give him some space.After all he is my husband and I do love
him."Jennifer pet the cat.She looked into the crack in the door."Mushi I made up my mind.I need
my wand."The cat dropped the fish(EEEEEEWWWWW!!!!!smelly fishS_S).Mushi brought the
wand."Ok first things first."She pointed the wand at Hiei's hat and made it disappear."What
the?"Hiei patted his head and looked for the hat."Ok, lets see."Jennifer pointed the wand at her



self.Her clothes turned into a black top that looked like Hiei's cape(except without the
sleeves),some black pants,and her shoes turned into Japanese slippers."Nice outfit."Mushi tried
to give her a thumbs up,but he doesn't have thumbs.Jennifer walked out into the room and
everyone stared at her."Wow."Yusuke was still staring.She sat on Hiei's lap."Hi Hiei,I got you a
present."She pulled out a long gift.Hiei ripped the paper off.There lied a sword with black and
white dragons on it.It had such detail.Hiei looked at the sword and then looked at Jennifer.He
was so stunned that he couldn't speeck.Hiei just kissed her on the lips(for a minute).+_+Lets see
how long she can keep this up.

To be countined.....



3 - Mushi tells

 What the????

By:punkrocker

When we last saw our heros.Jennifer started dressing up like Hiei.Lets see if she can keep it
up.We find our heros in the living room still.Kurama was painting on the paint set that Hiei gave
him.Yusuke and Kuwabara were playing with the games they got.Hiei and Jennifer were still
looking into each others eyes."Your so tense."Jennifer started rubbing his shoulders.Hiei was
still looking at his gift.He wanted to give it to Jennifer ,but he was way too relaxed to
speeck.Mushi came behind the couch.He started meowing,but Jennifer didn't here him.Kuwabara
looked over and his face lit up."Awwww!Aren't you such a cute kitty."Kuwabara picked up the
cat.Mushi meowed nerviously."OH YEAH!!I win again!"Yusuke shouted.Kurama looked at
Yusuke and then looked at Jennifer."Kuwabara,Yusuke doesn't it seem odd that Jennifer is
acting this way?"Kurama looked at the two."Yeah your right."Kuwabara put down the cat.He
went to the other room and the others followed."I wonder why she is acting this way?"Yusuke
wondered.The cat walked in and said"I'll answer that."Kuwabara screamed."You can
talk!?!?!"Kuwabara hid behind the lamp.(Oh yeah no one will see you there~_~)."Jennifer
changed her personalty a little bit.She made it so that Hiei wouldn't be so embarressed."Mushi



explained."Can we reverse it?Yeah they're freakin me out."Yusuke and Kurama said with both
wonder and disgust."I don't know."Mushi stood up.At the couner of his eye he saw a gift in Hiei's
hand."Maybe we can give her that gift and break the spell."Mushi said in delight."Well get the gift
already."Kuwabara said still a little jumpy.Mushi sneaked into the room.He slipped it out of Hiei's
hand.He rubbed against Jennifer's leg."What do you have Mushi."Jennifer picked up the gift.She
read to:Jennifer love:Hiei.She opened the gift to find a picture showing the Valintines day at the
carinval."Hiei, this is so sweet."Jennifer kissed Hiei on the lips.Mushi snapped his fingers(Wait
Mushi doesn't have thumbs?_?)He went back to the other room."Well the plan back fired."Mushi
shook his head."Well I guess we have to get used to this."Kurama shrugged his shoulders."No
way!If we don't take care of this now were going to see some rated R stuff!"Kuwabara said
disturbed.(EWWWWWW+_+rated R stuff)"Well I have no choice.I have to use the Scurge
spell."Mushi held his head down."Whats a Scurge spell???"They said confused."The spell
allows us to turn into the ghost of Christmas past,present,and future."Mushi explained(They
always milk that story and it's still good+_+)Well see if this spell works next time on Spells and
Ghosts.

To be countined.....



4 - Your kidding right?

Jennifer?

By:punkrocker

Last time our heros were trying to break the spell that Jennifer cast.See what happens.Hiei and
Jennifer are still sitting on the couch."Jennifer your eyes are beatiful like the moon."Hiei saw
somthing at the couner of his eye.Kuwabara was asking him to come into the room."Excuse
me."Hiei went to the room.He shut the door."What is it."Hiei said impaient."Ok I don't know how
to tell you this Hiei ,but Jennifer cast a spell on herself and we need your help to break
it."Kuwabara explained."Why didn't you use the book?"Hiei asked."Jennifer hid it some where
we can't look."Mushi repiled.The cat pointed to the drawers.Hiei went over and looked
inside.Soon a rainbow of colors filled the drawer."Underwear?"Hiei looked at them."Hey we
wouldn't want to go in Jennifer's underwear."Yusuke explained with a gross look on his
face."Well,were going to have to look."Kurama said nervously.Soon they searched through the
drawer.(I know this is stupid+_+But I couldn't think of anything else+_+)Soon the rainbow of
colors reached to an end."It's not in there."Mushi said confused."Hiei, where else would she hide
it?"Kurama asked."I don't know."Hiei replied."Maybe there is another way."Yusuke and
Kuwabara looked at Hiei."Your joking right?"Hiei back up slowly."GET HIM!!!"Soon Kuwabara,
Yusuke, Kurama,and Mushi tackled him to the ground.When Hiei got up he was wearing a bright



red suit,a hat,and a pillow shuved up his coat."Perfect."Kurama admired their work."This is
stupid!This isn't going to work!"Hiei tried to explain."We have to try."Yusuke said confident.They
shuved him out the door and into the living room.Jennifer starred at him and walked to him."Hiei
if your trying to get a good santa costume let me help."Jennifer removed everything except the
pants and hat."Perfect,I'll get some hot coco."Jennifer kissed him and went off.Hiei stood there
for a second and then got pulled in by Yusuke."It didn't work."Mushi snapped his fingers.(He
dosen't have thumbs+_+~_~)Kurama was thinking hard about another plan."I got it!"Kurama
grabbed one of the pairs of underwear.He gave it to Hiei and whispered it in his ear.Hiei went out
the door and hung them on the tree.Jennifer took a look at it and puff of smoke appeared by her
head."HIEI,PUT MY UNDIES BACK NOW!!!"Jennfier yelled.Hiei gave her a hug and said"Your
back."."Hiei what are you wearing?"Jennifer looked at him.The others came out of the room.Then
the door busted open to find Botan,Keiko,and Yuknia."Sorry were late."Yukina said
cheerfully."Did we miss any thing?"Keiko asked.Botan looked around."What is that hanging from
the tree?"Botan asked looking at the strange object.Kurama snatched the underpants and flung
it into the other room."Nothing Botan."Kurama explained."Any way MERRY CHRISTMAS ONE
AND ALL!"Botan shouted to the heavens.+_+Not a bad ending+_+

To be countined.....
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